APPENDIX I

Problems and Recommendations for High-Volume Dockets

A Report of the High-Volume Case Working Group to the CCJ Civil Justice Improvements Committee
As NCSC’s study *The Landscape of Civil Litigation in State Courts* reflects, the civil business of state courts has changed dramatically over the last few decades.

State court caseloads are dominated by lower-value contract and small claims cases rather than high-value commercial and tort cases. Only one in four cases has attorneys representing both the plaintiff and the defendant. Only a tiny proportion of cases are adjudicated on the merits, and almost all of those are bench trials in small claims and other civil cases.²

This transformation is evident in “high-volume” dockets that present enormous challenges to litigants, judges and court administrators.³ The huge volume of cases, mostly consisting of lower-value contract cases, landlord/tenant and debt collection filings, presents one challenge.⁴ Nationally, landlord/tenant cases number in the millions every year.⁵ Debt collection filings, which also number in the millions nationally, reflect the burgeoning business of third-party debt buyers. A second challenge is the lack of representation for, and sophistication of, most defendants in these cases, which creates unique management problems and asymmetries between the parties. If left unaddressed, these challenges threaten the integrity of judicial processes and can thwart meaningful examination of basic facts and claims.⁶

The outcomes in high-volume dockets typically have serious, long-lasting consequences for litigants. Although the average dollar value of the debt collection and small claims cases handled annually is low,⁷ a civil judgment can stand in the way of housing, employment and income. Data-miners check and report court records for prospective employers, landlords and creditors. With jobs, shelter and wages hanging in the balance,⁸ generally for persons of limited means, it is critical that the judgment be the product of a fair and adequate process.⁹ Post-judgment enforcement efforts including wage garnishment follow on the heels of civil judgments in these cases and should likewise conform to applicable state and federal law. Studies reveal, however, that recurrent practices in many jurisdictions undermine the adequacy or fairness of the operations and results of such high-volume dockets.

This working group, tasked with developing recommendations regarding high-volume dockets aims here to (1) identify the unique characteristics of these cases and dockets; (2) define the most pressing problems they present; and (3) suggest some initial responses for possible inclusion in the final report of the CCJ Civil Justice Improvements Committee. We are motivated by a sense of urgency. A judicial system that is not readily navigated by many, and where outcomes are too frequently not based on a
fair ventilation of the underlying case facts, will lose its integrity and legitimacy. It is thus ultimately our strong commitment to and respect for our system of justice that underlies this effort.

In putting together this document, we are mindful of the scope of the CCJ Committee mission. Our recommendations focus on changes that court systems can achieve (to varying degrees based on resources and need) through changes to court administration, operations, rules or “culture” (practices that may have developed over time but are not embodied in law or formal policies). They include suggestions for innovative partnerships and new uses of technology. They reflect recognition that court personnel, including judges, have opportunities to use the “bully pulpit” to educate the public and policymakers about the challenges facing the court system. We have steered away from recommendations that would likely require legislation or significant changes in substantive law. In keeping with our mission, we have concentrated on possible roles for courts in improving the management of high-volume dockets.
Distinctive Characteristics of High-Volume Dockets

Cases filed in high-volume court dockets tend to share a number of common characteristics. The factual and legal issues alleged in the pleadings tend to be highly repetitive. Plaintiffs are likely to be represented by an attorney who often handles a high-volume of similar cases. Debt collection plaintiffs are almost always corporate entities rather than individual litigants, and landlord/tenant plaintiffs are often so. Plaintiffs are thus likely to have significantly greater knowledge of formal and informal court practices and greater resources, including access to case-specific and general information, than defendants.

Defendants, in contrast, are likely to be self-represented individuals, who are often of low or modest income. These defendants often face additional barriers that impede effective navigation of the civil justice system and their ability to present an effective defense. Barriers may include limited literacy; limited English proficiency; cognitive impairments including mental illness; and distrust of the courts based on prior experience or upbringing in a different culture. Many defendants are uncomfortable with the adversarial process and may adopt a non-linear approach to story narration that does not lend itself well to court proceedings. They are likely to be ill-equipped to handle formal court proceedings, specialized rules of evidence and procedure, complex or technical federal and state laws or rules related to standing, burdens of proof, and the availability of a wide range of defenses, mitigating circumstances, or opportunities for negotiation or settlement.
Common Problems Experienced in High-Volume Dockets

Well-documented, serious, recurrent problems face courts and litigants in high-volume dockets. These include inadequate service, insufficient information available to litigants, overcrowded and confusing courtrooms, inadequate explanations to litigants concerning the role of counsel, and insufficient court scrutiny of plaintiff claims. Additional problems that contribute to high default rates and erroneous civil judgments are specific to consumer debt collection cases. These problems are discussed below in roughly the order that cases move from initiation to resolution.

INADEQUATE SERVICE

The *Landscape* study notes that “traditional procedures for serving notice in civil lawsuits are functionally obsolete, especially in suits against individuals. Typical methods of serving process are riddled with inaccuracies and inadequacies.”14 State Attorneys General, including those in New York (2009), California (2013) and Minnesota (2014) have pursued large-scale fraud where hundreds or thousands of persons were not properly served and therefore did not receive notice of the pendency of a complaint against them.15 These fraudulent practices taint untold numbers of individual cases.16 Victims of “sewer service” may not be aware that they were sued until garnishments, asset seizures or evictions are attempted or a judgment appears on a credit report, at which time it may be extraordinarily difficult, if not impossible to vacate the judgment and restore the individual to the status quo ante.

Debt collection dockets have especially high default rates,17 which have increased substantially over the past 20 years.18 Studies show that, in more than half of default cases, consumers had good faith defenses to collection.19 Other studies suggest that defaults decrease when litigants have more information. Thus it cannot be assumed that defaults are a de facto “admission” of liability or no contest. Indeed, many cases result in voluntary and involuntary dismissals after the defendants appeared.20

INSUFFICIENT LITIGANT INFORMATION

Many litigants lack sufficient information to enable them to navigate court processes effectively or efficiently, making each step frustrating both for the litigant and for court staff. Frontline court staff often cannot provide detailed information to help litigants answer a complaint; understand how, when and where to present the facts of their cases; understand what will happen in the courtroom and how
seem skewed to benefit the attorneys, particularly those who have many cases (easily dozens per day) on the calendar.

LACK OF EXPLANATIONS CONCERNING THE ROLE OF PLAINTIFF COUNSEL

The behavior of plaintiffs’ attorneys in the courthouse can lead to coerced or misunderstood settlements. Attorneys who regularly handle landlord/tenant or consumer debt cases in significant volume may occupy desks or places in the well of the court, hallways, or public areas adjacent to the courtroom. Sometimes the positioning of their desks suggests to a newcomer that they have an official court role. To move cases along, judges may encourage parties to return to the hallway to explore settlement possibilities. Litigants often read this as judicial pressure to settle or they may unnecessarily acquiesce to opposing counsel demands because they mistakenly assume that the attorney with whom they are speaking is connected to the court. Studies have documented repeated instances of lawyers violating the ethical rules against advising unrepresented opponents, or misrepresenting the law.

This practice has been well documented for years in both densely populated urban areas and smaller communities. As a result of the hallway negotiations, judges often do not obtain complete information from both sides to ensure a legally correct judgment on the facts and the law. When presenting a settlement for court review, attorneys opposing self-represented litigants tend to dominate the courtroom colloquy. Self-represented litigants also may not appreciate the far-reaching implications of choices in how a case is resolved and recorded in court records when they agree to settle (e.g., dismissal, entry of judgment).

OVERCROWDED, CONFUSING COURTROOM ENVIRONMENTS

In high-volume dockets, large numbers of cases are often scheduled for the same block of time. Courtrooms then become very crowded. Docket calls in the courtroom to determine who is present before the judge takes the bench are often fast-paced and hard to hear and understand. Litigants may miss their case call because they don't hear it, don't understand what is required of them, don't recognize their case by number or plaintiff name, or because their name is mispronounced. They can become distracted by competing activities such as loud interruptions from counsel looking for opposing parties. Default judgments are often sought and entered quickly after an apparent lack of response.

Calling large numbers of cases at the same time frequently means that many parties experience long wait times before their case is called. This is difficult for everyone, lawyers included, but particularly burdensome on persons who are employed, disabled, elderly or frail, or have childcare needs. The sequence of handling cases after the initial call may
SELF-REPRESENTED LITIGANT DIFFICULTIES AT TRIAL

Self-represented litigants are often unable to present their stories effectively because they do not know how to present facts in technically acceptable forms. The legal vocabulary is unfamiliar. They do not know how to respond to objections, particularly those asserting lack of relevance or hearsay. They may have difficulty getting documents admitted. Those who are from non-American cultures or speak a language other than English may narrate events in ways to which judges and opposing counsel are not accustomed. As a result, their stories may not emerge fully or coherently.

PROBLEMS SPECIFIC TO CONSUMER DEBT COLLECTION CASES

The explosion of consumer debt collection cases, fueled by the proliferation of third party debt buyers and bulk filings, has created additional procedural challenges for judges and litigants. For example, the practice of buying debt instruments in bulk from original and subsequent creditors means that debt buyers often cannot show, and may not have, ownership of the debt or accurate information about the debt. Studies have shown debt buyers/collectors often cannot substantiate the chain of title or legitimacy of the amount claimed.

This fundamental lack of proof has implications at every stage of the proceedings. Specifically, complaints often do not meet basic “fact” pleading requirements including identification of the original creditor and original debt, date of the default, the chain of title or connection between the plaintiff and the original lender, relevant contract terms, or the portion of the amount sought attributable to penalties, and interest or attorney’s fees. Without identification of the original creditor or terms, defendants may not recognize the transaction, assume it to be an error and therefore not respond. Studies suggest that defaults decrease when litigants have more information, so it cannot be assumed that defaults are a de facto “admission” of liability or no contest.

In addition, bulk debt collectors often sue on debts when the suit is legally or factually precluded including those in which the statute of limitations has expired, the debt has been discharged in bankruptcy, has been satisfied, or is not that of the person sued.

Exacerbating the legal insufficiencies of the claims themselves, well-documented instances of sharp litigation practices on the part of some debt collection attorneys may also serve to keep relevant information from the trial judge. For example, some debt collection attorneys do not expect defendants to appear in court on the hearing date, and when defendants do appear, the attorneys frequently claim lack of preparedness and seek continuances that are costly for litigants and inefficient for courts.

There have been documented instances of recurrent choice of inconvenient forums or improper venue by the same high-volume collection attorneys. Some high-volume collection attorneys have engaged in documented practices of “robo-signing” including automated signing of incorrect or false affidavits, inclusion of unlawful rates of interest and claims for improper fees. Debt collectors also have high rates of non-compliance with state bonding requirements, which in some jurisdictions provide a defense or an affirmative counterclaim in response to the collection effort.
The following recommendations are taken from research and information gathered from various jurisdictions. We give particular emphasis to practices that have demonstrated results but also include recommendations from attorneys who have direct experience with these high-volume dockets and those emerging from studies conducted by the Federal Trade Commission and the federal Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. The recommendations will hopefully advance the three-fold focus of the Committee’s charge: to reduce delay and cost and to achieve fairness. We realize that one size does not fit all, but believe these can be tailored to fit varying circumstances of different jurisdictions. As in the above section, we provide recommendations that may be appropriate generally for high-volume dockets and those that are intended to address the unique challenges presented by consumer debt collection cases. We focus on changes that we believe many courts can implement through rules or other policy changes. We also make proposals that court leaders might want to discuss with others, including the public and policymakers, following the model of New York’s Chief Judge Lippman.

We have tried to avoid recommendations that are likely to require statutory change (although that varies state by state). We also have considered the cost, complexities and benefits to the courts and parties of established and emerging technologies that could help address identified challenges. We are confident that others will have refinements or additions to these recommendations, particularly in the area of technology.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATION 1:
Ensure that Constitutional notice requirements are met.\(^{38}\)

- Require or incentivize process servers to use and document GPS records and smartphone photographs to document service location and time. Such systems should have protections against forgery, such as systems that are proprietary to the courts and capable of independently verifying real-time upload locations. If requiring use of GPS documentation exceeds a court’s rule-making authority,\(^ {39} \) the court could incentivize use of such proof through a rule that would confer a presumption of validity for service that is supported by GPS documentation. Note that some process servers are using their capacity to “geotag” as a marketing device that provides additional assurance of the validity of service, reinforcing the reasonableness of such a requirement.\(^ {40} \)

- Utilize a procedure such as that adopted in New York City that requires plaintiffs in consumer debt collection cases to provide the court with a stamped envelope addressed to the defendant with a return address to the Clerk of the Court. The envelope contains a standardized notice of the lawsuit, which the court mails. The Court will not enter a default judgment in instances where the notice is returned to the court as undeliverable, addressee unknown, etc.\(^ {41} \)

- Conduct random audits; announce the fact that the court will be doing this periodically.\(^ {42} \)

- Institute penalties for improper service, such as: impose court and other costs incurred by opposing party and the court as a result of moving forward with cases in which the plaintiff had reason to know that service was not properly effectuated; post notices of entities or persons who purposefully or routinely engage in inadequate service in prominent places in the courthouse and in local legal publications or newspapers.

- Require parallel electronic service via court-controlled e-filing portals to allow and confirm electronic delivery and acknowledgment of receipt of summons, complaint and other documents for parties with verifiable smart phone numbers or email accounts.

- Encourage actions of consumer protection agencies and other policymakers, including legislators, to examine the issue of inadequate service and the desirability of additional protections.

- In jurisdictions that require licensing or bonding of professional process servers, maintain and post lists of licensed entities. Refuse to accept service from professional process servers who are unlicensed or who have not documented that they have paid the required bond.
RECOMMENDATION 2:
Provide information to self-represented litigants about court processes, options and expectations through a variety of portals/sources.

- Notice of the availability of such services should accompany the first communication from the court; perhaps required as a form with service of the complaint or summons.
- Inform litigants that they may seek reasonable accommodations for physical or mental disabilities with the first court communication. Provide defendants with a form to indicate that they have special needs that require a reasonable accommodation or assistance.
- Notices and information should be available in languages that are spoken by significant numbers of litigants and community members.
- Services should be available on-site and remotely, including web-based and potentially at off-site, community-based locations. Web-based services should include an interactive portal, where a court employee or other informed person provides interactive guidance. The court, alone or in partnership with others, could develop webinars or other canned presentations on common questions or concerns.
- The information should include a step-by-step guide to how particular court processes work. Such a presentation could be offered in video form with an opportunity to select a language preference.
- The information should include sources for additional legal assistance in the community.
- In light of observations that unrepresented individuals often have difficulty using self-help materials, consider “reimagined” tools that draw from other disciplines and take into account other impediments that self-represented persons face, including cognitive, psychological and emotional challenges. Use simple illustrations to explain court layout, logistics and players.
- Deliver clinics or workshops on-site and/or in the community on the basics of relevant laws and procedures (e.g., landlord-tenant; debt collection) and how the court system works. For example, the Los Angeles Superior Court system offers consumer debt workshops at two of its courthouses which are conducted by legal aid organizations and a county consumer protection agency. Court clerk’s offices and self-help centers throughout the county distribute flyers and information about the workshops. They also provide workshops for both tenants and landlords (separately). The workshops for landlords are organized to guide participants through each stage of the litigation process.
• Develop an automated system that takes the litigant through a series of steps (guided pathway) starting with filing a complaint and an answer. Based on “Turbo Tax” and Access to Justice models, the system could achieve multiple functions: (1) initial triage – placing a matter into the correct docket or pathway; (2) increased adequacy of filings – requiring completion of standardized forms that require the plaintiff to establish basic service and standing requirements; (3) assistance with answers, including standardized questions that lead to the inclusion of common defenses or counterclaims. The assistance should include an explanation of next steps, options and choices, such as whether the litigant wants a jury trial. This tool could be made available on the Internet and accessible after initial filing/response as a private portal, so that litigants could continue to handle much of their case remotely. Although such an automated “triaging” system may be well suited to high-volume dockets where there tends to be an identifiable universe of issues and defenses, some litigants may have difficulty using such a system. Therefore, a qualified person should be available to assist those for whom such a system is difficult and a bailout option for persons who cannot use it or lack reliable access to a computer. The system should be accessible in jurisdiction appropriate multiple languages.

• Notify litigants of court dates and other deadlines via text messaging.

**RECOMMENDATION 3:**
Develop an interactive system for triaging cases to proper dockets/pathways, notifying litigants of deadlines and hearings and completion of other pre-trial requirements.

**RECOMMENDATION 4:**
Develop opportunities for optional remote responses and hearings.²⁶

• Develop on-line systems for pre-litigation resolution of disputes incorporating user friendly plain language systems such as Hiil.org’s Rechtwijzer 2.0 online dispute resolution platform now being implemented for use in the Netherlands and England.

• Provide assisted access to such systems at court-authorized locations for parties otherwise unable to access or use the systems on their own and provide a “bailout” option for persons whose circumstances (e.g., disability, cultural background, lack of reliable computer access) preclude effective use of such systems.

• Develop systems, including periodic evaluation or monitoring by persons who are neither court personnel nor associated with either party, to ensure that the above systems are not manipulated to coerce or mislead less sophisticated litigants.

• Develop user-friendly capacity for self-represented litigants to file and answer complaints online. Integrate with the triaging system described above. Remote filing opportunities may enable litigants to avoid trips to the courthouse and facilitate expeditious processing by court personnel.

• For cases or hearings that are procedural or involve very few witnesses or documents, provide opportunities for remote appearances through videoconferencing, Skype, Facetime or other online mechanisms. Work with community-based resources, such as libraries, to provide appropriate spaces where litigants who otherwise lack access to technology could participate in hearings remotely. Consider training a cadre of laypersons to assist such litigants with using the technology (a remote version of the Court Navigator pilot described in note 63, below).
RECOMMENDATION 5:
Provide for exchange of information between parties via the Internet.\textsuperscript{47}

RECOMMENDATION 6:
Limit circumstances that tend to intimidate self-represented persons or create confusion about the roles of the court and counsel.

- Provide clear physical separation of counsel from court personnel and services (e.g., no counsel desks, no negotiations with self-represented opposing parties in the well of the courtroom; no storage of collection attorney file boxes in courtroom).
- Clear signage should reinforce physical separation of court personnel and counsel.
- Provide standardized guidelines to all litigants and counsel regarding how settlement discussions may be conducted and the consequences of settlement. Affirm that litigants have the right to trial in a way that doesn’t suggest that going to trial is something to be feared. Make it clear that the lawyers are not court personnel.
- Adopt a program like New York City’s Court Navigator Program that includes making volunteer assistance available to self-represented litigants for “hallway” settlement discussions. See infra at p. 17 (Recommendation 12).
- Before accepting settlements, judges should ascertain that both parties understand what they are signing and its implications. It might be helpful to develop a standard set of protocols/questions that both sides answer orally based on clear criteria and incorporating information to avoid common misunderstandings. The inquiry might be analogous to the inquiry a judge makes before accepting a plea in a criminal case or a highly truncated version of the “fair, reasonable and adequate” determination judges make in approving a class action settlement.\textsuperscript{48} Such a review could be integrated readily into a Court Navigator type program.
- Give litigants the opportunity to seek legal guidance from an on-site or immediately accessible on-line resource regarding settlement/mediation process and results before final agreement is reached. See infra at p. 17 (Recommendation 12).
- Organize dockets so as not to benefit any category of litigant (for example, volume-driven attorneys) at the expense of other litigants and attorneys. Scheduling cases at pre-designated intervals instead of requiring everyone to appear all at once should benefit litigants and court personnel, including interpreters.
- Provide heightened review by a judge or court staff attorney of proposed settlement agreements that exceed the normal ranges of outcomes before judgment can be finalized.
RECOMMENDATION 7:
Develop an electronic or other user-friendly “sign in” system to reduce possibility that a litigant will fail to respond when case is called.

RECOMMENDATION 8:
Establish statewide procedures and forms for standard filings and consistent venue (e.g., avoid concurrent jurisdiction of multiple courts in same system).^{49}

Standardized forms should:

• Be available online, at court and at other sites where litigants can receive free assistance.^{50}

• Use plain English.

• Include checklists for standing and other basic claim elements, potential common defenses, and ability to assert counterclaims.^{51}

• Include form discovery requests (including requests to conduct discovery where not available as a matter of right).
RECOMMENDATION 9: Provide adequate access for persons with limited English proficiency.

- Multilingual notice on each point of contact with the court (summons, complaint, subpoena, etc.) in jurisdictions where there is a significant non-English speaking population.
- Multilingual signage at the courthouse.
- Basic forms should be available in multiple languages.
- Staff in self-help centers should be able to access language assistance promptly.
- Front-line staff should be able to communicate with litigants in widely spoken languages in addition to English. Have adequate access to on-demand telephone interpreter services for infrequently encountered languages.
- First filers should be required to provide known language information about any party at time of filing. Courts should use the information to provide the appropriate notice and language-sensitive scheduling, where possible.
- Institute simple interpreter request processes. Process should not be dependent on request of litigant but should be used by court personnel and judges when it is needed.
- Qualified language assistance should be free in all cases involving LEP parties or witnesses who complete an IFP form, including mediations, settlement conferences, other ancillary proceedings and court services.
- Courts should not use relatives, opposing parties, friends, or other “casual interpreters.” Courts must never use children to interpret.
- Courts should seek to avoid delays and continuances to obtain interpreters, so that LEP litigants do not make unnecessary trips to court and so court time is not wasted.
- Judges and other court personnel should receive cultural competency training that includes ways non-English speakers or persons from different cultures narrate events.
- Courts should explore high quality video remote interpreting systems, especially for languages other than Spanish and for courts located away from high LEP population centers.
RECOMMENDATION 10:
Enable judges and judicial staff to have immediate electronic access to case records to enter dispositions and other information into the system from the bench.31

• Electronic records should significantly reduce the risk of lost or misfiled paper. Electronic records should be available online.

• Access to electronic records will enable judges to ascertain a party’s adherence to procedural rules before entering an order and could facilitate identification of recurrent problems.

• Electronic records and recordkeeping systems could simplify and speed up communications between the court and litigants/attorneys.
Groups including the Pro Se Implementation Committee of the Minnesota Conference of Judges (2002) and the Idaho Committee to Increase Access to the Courts (2002) have recommended ways that judges should explain the process, legal issues (claims, defenses and elements of each), and evidence. These recommendations generally encourage judges to take a substantially more active role in guiding the fact-finding process. Judges reported success using similar strategies. Generally, the recommendations include:

- Review order and protocols of an evidentiary hearing at the beginning of hearing.
- Explain elements of claims and defenses that each side will need to demonstrate to get the relief they are seeking.
- Explain the burden of proof and what that means in simple, lay terms.
- Explain the kind of evidence that may or may not be considered. Consider rules that emphasize weight, rather than traditional technical standards of “admissibility.”
- Permit litigants to offer narrative testimony.
- Question self-represented litigants to obtain general information about litigant's story (claims(defenses).
- Avoid questions that coerce self-represented litigants to admit liability or settle.
- Assist self-represented litigants to establish the foundational requirements of claims and defenses by probing for the facts when they are not otherwise clear.

- Consider a standard interrogatory form that judges would follow to establish entitlement to claim and whether defenses exist. Given limited or no discovery in many jurisdictions, judges don't get benefit of developed facts.
- Provide training on cultural competency and mental capacity/disability.
Many of the problems identified in this document would be eliminated or substantially reduced if both parties to a dispute were represented by lawyers. Courts can play a helpful role in facilitating opportunities that make counsel available to persons who want counsel in civil matters but are unable to afford representation. We encourage courts to collaborate with stakeholders to secure access to representation for civil litigants. We also recommend that courts continue to develop robust collaborations with legal aid and other providers to facilitate informed and balanced case development, presentation and resolution. Examples include:

- Subject-specific self-help centers (e.g., consumer, small claims) where volunteer lawyers provide “unbundled” services, assisting with discrete and limited tasks to help litigants successfully navigate the process. The lawyers could enter a limited appearance to develop or draft pleadings (claims, defenses, counterclaims), write/argue motions, respond to or ask for discovery, gather evidence, prepare a litigant about how to talk to the court or present the case; offer trial assistance, review settlement agreements, and/or accompany a litigant to talk to the opposing counsel, etc. The assistance should be available to help a litigant at any stage of the litigant’s case. Information about such opportunities should be made available to litigants at the courthouse and in the first communication(s) the litigant receives about the pendency of a lawsuit. Self-help centers staffed by volunteers and legal aid programs already exist in some state courts (e.g., Superior Court of the District of Columbia); this recommendation would broaden the scope of services such centers typically provide.

- New York City’s “Court Navigator Program,” launched as a pilot project in 2014, where college students, law students and other volunteers assist self-represented litigants in housing court proceedings, including helping litigants explain facts to judges (when the judges ask) and opposing counsel, helping litigants organize their papers, and securing other litigant needs, such as interpreters.

- Law school and legal aid projects that expand attorney availability to those who currently cannot afford representation. Support for such projects could include providing space and logistical support through “attorney of the day” programs and explaining to the public and decision-makers how access to lawyers benefits the justice system and society.
RECOMMENDATION 2: Provide standardized answer forms, containing check-off list for common defenses, as have been adopted in New York and other jurisdictions.

RECOMMENDATION 3: Adopt rules awarding defendants costs of preparing for and attending hearings that are cancelled or postponed at the request of collecting party, including lost wages and costs of transportation.

RECOMMENDATION 4: Adopt rules that require plaintiffs to complete standard checklists to demonstrate they are entitled to default judgments. Models for such standard checklists have been adopted in a number of states, including those listed in the notes. Include a requirement that plaintiff attest, under penalties of perjury, that it consulted reliable sources in an effort to locate the defendant. This may be substantially satisfied with adoption of standardized Complaints that require much of the information be provided at the outset.

RECOMMENDATION 5: Courts should issue a standardized notice that goes to a debtor when a creditor seeks a court Order to permit garnishment of bank accounts. The notice would give the debtor an opportunity to indicate that the funds in the account to which garnishment is directed are exempt from garnishment (SSI, veteran's benefits, etc.).

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS SPECIFIC TO CONSUMER DEBT COLLECTION CASES

RECOMMENDATION 1: Establish template forms, accessible electronically, that require demonstration of right to collect (standing), basis of relief sought and amount and timeliness. The form could be used in any of the electronic or court-based access points described above. Require that consumer debt collector's complaints contain:

- Identity of original creditor;
- Date of default or charge off;
- Amount due at time of default;
- Name of current owner;
- Original contract or, if not attached, at least relevant terms;
- Chain of ownership;
- Affirmative statement that the claim is not time-barred under applicable state law or applicable statute of limitations;
- Amount currently due broken down by principal, interest and fees;
- Attestation that the plaintiff has verified defendant's current address;
- In states where bonding or licensing is required of process servers, attestation to their compliance with state requirements;
- Provide sufficient verifiable information with or attached to the complaint so recipient can identify original debt, original signature, debt amount and billing statement.
Notes
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3. There are other “high-volume” courts outside the scope of the CCJ mandate (e.g., domestic relations), for which some of the recommendations offered here may be applicable.

4. The Landscape study found that contract cases made up between 64 and 80 percent of the civil caseloads in the jurisdictions that were the subject of the study. Thirty-seven percent (37%) of those were debt collection cases, 29 percent were landlord/tenant, and another 17 percent were foreclosure matters. Id. at 17–19.

5. For example, a 2008 study estimated that approximately 300,000 eviction cases were filed in New York City annually. Jessica K. Steinberg, Demand Side Reform in the Poor People’s Court, 47 Conn. L. Rev. 741, 750 n.22 (2015) [hereinafter Steinberg] (citing Rashida Abuwala & Donald J. Farole, The Perception of Self-Represented Tenants in a Community-Based Housing Court, 44 Ct. Rev. 56 (2008). This is not only an urban problem. The Quincy Housing Court in Massachusetts handles 1,280 cases annually. James D. Greiner et al., The Limits of Unbundled Legal Assistance: A Randomized Study in a Massachusetts District Court and Prospects for the Future, 126 Harv. L. Rev. 901, 917 (2013) [hereinafter Greiner, Limits]. See also Landscape, supra note 2, at 17–19 (contract and small claims cases comprised 80 percent (as an average) of caseloads in studied jurisdictions). The study notes that some of the small claims cases are also likely debt collection cases. That means that, in those ten jurisdictions alone, debt collection cases numbered in the hundreds of thousands, and landlord/tenant cases exceeded 100,000.

6. Unlike other types of cases discussed in the Landscape, delay and litigation expenses are typically not problems in these courts. Trials are infrequent; discovery rarely occurs and when it does, is limited and streamlined. Greiner, Limits, supra note 5, at 915–16 (noting simplified rules and standardized forms used in landlord/tenant courts and the rarity of evidentiary hearings, including trials). Indeed, the Landscape study indicated a 42 percent higher default rate and a trebling of dismissals over the past two decades, leading the authors to conclude that “very little
formal adjudication is taking place in state courts at all.” Landscape, supra note 2, at 23.

7. Landscape, supra note 2, at 35.

8. See Mary Spector, Litigating Consumer Debt Collection: A Study, 31 Banking & Financial Services Policy Report 1, 3 (2012) [hereinafter Spector, Litigating]; Greiner, supra note 5 at 914, 916, and n. 59. A quick online inquiry reveals the substantial business of record searching, which includes court records. Courts have responded to the increase in efforts to obtain bulk data in varying ways; some charge a fee for the information and restrict its resale. More information can be obtained at the NCSC Privacy/Public Access to Court Records—State Links. Improper garnishments increase the harm of improper practices. Federal Trade Commission, Repairing a Broken System: Protecting Consumers in Debt Collection Litigation ii (2010) [hereinafter FTC Report].


10. See Landscape, supra note 2, at 31–32 (of almost 650,000 cases, plaintiffs were represented by counsel in 92 percent of cases compared with 24 percent of defendants). Greiner, Limits, supra note 5, at 908, n. 26 (over 90 percent of evictors represented by counsel); Carroll Seron et al., The Impact of Legal Counsel on Outcomes for Poor Tenants in New York City Housing Court: Results of a Randomized Experiment, 35 L. & Soc’y Rev. 419, 421 (2001) (indicating that 98 percent of landlords had legal representation compared to 12 percent of tenants). See also Mary Spector, Defaults and Details Exploring the Impact of Debt Collection Litigation on Consumers and Courts, 6 Va. L. & Bus. Rev. 257, 285 (2011) [hereinafter Spector, Debt, Defaults & Details] (noting the concentration of cases in the hands of a few high-volume law firms).
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